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WRAL-FM, Raleigh, NC (101.5)
QUARTERLY LISTING OF COMMUNITY CONCERNS/ISSUES

AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS
3rd Quarter 2019

The following is a list of issues and concerns for Third Quarter 2019 (July, August & September), and addressed in Public 
Affairs Programming, Public Service Announcements, and special programming on WRAL-FM.

1. ECONOMIC CONCERNS/ISSUES

2. POLITICAL CONCERNS/ISSUES

3. ENVIRONMENT/GLOBAL WARMING/CONSERVATION

4. YOUTH

5. (UN)EMPLOYMENT/POVERTY/HOMELESSNESS

6. IMMIGRATION

7. OPIOID/ILLEGAL DRUG ISSUES/SMOKING/VAPING

8. HUMAN TRAFFICING

9. EDUCATION/JOB SKILLS

10. JUDICIAL SYSTEM/CRIME/VIOLENCE

This report was placed in the Public Inspection file on     October 8, 2019
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS

During July, August & September 2019, WRAL-FM broadcast 11 hours of Public Affairs Programming on Sundays from    
6-7am.

‘ON THE RECORD’, produced by WRAL-TV is a 30-minute local interview program with TV-5 news anchor, 
David Crabtree, discussing issues of concern in the Triangle and State, Sundays, 6am-6:30am.

‘NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD is a 30-minute program, focusing on state policy issues that air 
Sundays, 6:30am-7am.

NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD :55 Mon-Thurs, 6pm News and 2-min, Fri., 6pm News

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS rotate throughout the broadcast day (24-hours) Recorded PSA’s are :15, :30 or :60 
in length.

AMBER ALERTS
The NC Amber Alert System is a statewide system for the rapid dissemination of information about abducted children.  Mix 
101.5 broadcasts Amber Alerts received from the NC Center for Missing Persons.

NC LOTTERY
WRAL-FM airs one Problem Gambling PSA for every NC Lottery commercial scheduled on the station.

NEWSBREAKS, Mon-Fri
60-Sec, 6am, 6:30am, 7am, 7:30am, 8am & 8:30am
60-Sec, 4pm & 5pm
6-6:30pm (simulcast – TV newscast)
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SPECIAL EVENTS

July
7/4/19 – Sponsor of Fireworks at Koka Booth Amp. 
Free fireworks in celebration of Fourth of July 
7/13/19 – Sponsor of Destination Sun Fest
This community celebration at Dorothea Dix Park has something for everyone. FREE activities, parking and shuttle. 

Augst
8/14/19 – Crabtree Valley Mall Summer Fun Days
MIX 101.5 conducted a free summer fun arts and crafts event from 11a-2p
8/17/19 – Clear the Shelters
MIX 101.5 broadcasted live at the Wake County Shelter from 11a-1p, waiving adoption fees
8/24/19—8/25/19 – Town of Cary Lazy Daze Arts and Crafts Festival
MIX 101.5 is a sponsor and was set up for the two-day free community festival
8/26/19 – Ash Glenn Station Tour
1st-6th graders
8/27/19 – Ash Glenn Station Tour
1st-6th graders

September
9/18/19 – MIX 101.5 Savor the Triangle Food Festival
Food/Drink sampling event (ticketed) with a portion of the proceeds to benefit Duke Children’s
9/22/19 – Triangle Heart Walk
Diane Ramsey was the spokesperson for the walk at the PNC Arena
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Comments are extrapolated from questionnaires completed by local community leaders, including government, civic, church 
and other organizations.  Additionally, we monitor local news (TV, Radio & Newspaper, and well as internet) for 
comments/opinions of community leaders, in an effort to ascertain and prioritize community concerns.

3rd QUARTER ISSUES:

1. ECONOMIC CONCERNS/ISSUES
Student loan debt among North Carolina residents has ballooned in the past decade.
Currently, around 1.2 million North Carolina residents have outstanding student loan debt.
According to the report, one-third of North Carolina borrowers have defaulted on their student loans.
We’re also seeing that people are struggling saving for retirement, and just having savings at all.
In North Carolina, household income is $25,000 less for families of color than white families.
There’s been plenty of uncertainty recently swirling around the national economy.
One issue in North Carolina – indeed, an issue in most states – has been sparse growth in jobs in the middle of the wage 
distribution. For most of the last decade job growth has occurred in high-paying jobs and in low-paying jobs, with little 
growth in middle-paying jobs, such as in manufacturing, construction, transportation and health care support. This has 
contributed to the issue of widening income inequality.
Average wage rates in North Carolina still lag average wage rates in the nation. Economists who study state pay differences 
say there are two reasons behind this result. One is the lower cost-of-living in North Carolina compared to the country. 
Studies show our state’s prices are between five percent and 10 percent lower than in the nation. Second is lower educational 
attainment in the state compared to the country.
Job growth rates are not even across all regions of the state.
Unfortunately, there are some worrying aspects of the recent state economy. Farm output in North Carolina has suffered a 
large reduction in production. While there can be many reasons for this, clearly one is the on-going trade tensions with China. 
China’s tactics in this dispute have resulted in fewer key North Carolina farm products being sold to that important country.
Another concern is construction. Residential building permits are on track to decline in the state in 2019.

2. POLITICAL CONCERNS/ISSUES
The fight for fair congressional maps continues at the state level, despite the U.S. Supreme Court's recent decision that it 
doesn't have the authority to prohibit partisan gerrymandering.
The plaintiffs include North Carolina's Democratic Party and a group of voters, arguing that gerrymandering violates several 
clauses in the state Constitution.
Warner pointed out gerrymandering undercuts voter representation, particularly for districts that are predominantly African 
American and Hispanic.
When you have extreme partisan gerrymandering, you have a situation where the districts are drawn in such a way that 
elected officials or legislators are more worried about catering to the far extremes of their party.
In an early-morning move that shocked and angered Democrats in the chamber, the N.C. House of Representatives voted to 
override Gov. Roy Cooper’s veto of the state budget. Just over half of the 120 members were present to vote.

3. ENVIRONMENT/GLOBAL WARMING/CONSERVATION
A major highway project in Raleigh will have to incorporate environmental protections as part of a legal settlement between 
the North Carolina Department of Transportation and several environmental groups.
The Transportation Department will have to take steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from construction equipment, 
protect the water quality of the streams and rivers in the project area and work to restore wildlife habitats.
With 2,200 industrial hog operations, North Carolina has the highest concentration of swine operations in the country. Most 
of these farms manage waste by storing hog feces and urine in open, unlined pits, from which the slurry is pumped and 
sprayed onto cropland: 9.5 billion gallons of waste each year
A related concern has been the use of massive quantities of antibiotics in animal agriculture, with the potential to breed 
antibiotic-resistant pathogens. 
Human emissions of greenhouse gasses are changing the global climate, and North Carolina is along for the ride. We’re also 
major contributors, with annual per capita emissions of 11.3 tons of CO2.
Animal agriculture’s main impact on climate is through the release of methane rather than carbon dioxide. Diversion of 
organic solid wastes to composting also helps reduce methane emissions.
Transportation is now the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions. Transportation emissions are falling too slowly and are 
projected to increase after 2035, when population growth will overwhelm gains in vehicle efficiency.
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4. YOUTH
North Carolina is making strides to support families with young children, according to two new policy assessments by the 
North Carolina Early Childhood Foundation that say there's plenty of room for improvement, especially when it comes to 
such basic needs as health care and a livable wage.
One of Smart Start's initiatives pairs new parents with educators who help guide them through the first few months of life 
with a new baby.
North Carolina should spearhead a statewide, centralized effort to help connect more young families to home visiting and 
parenting-education programs. Experts have said the state also could increase its minimum wage and expand access to 
Medicaid to reduce families' financial and health burdens, both of which have a direct impact on children's physical and 
emotional health.

5. (UN)EMPLOYMENT/POVERTY/HOMELESSNESS
After a decade of a uniquely slow economic recovery, North Carolina’s economy seems to be doing OK on the surface. And 
yet, despite low levels of unemployment, and overall positive job creation numbers, as well as an increasing population, far 
too many working families in North Carolina still do not earn enough money to pay for basic needs, let alone thrive. Despite 
their hard work, many families are being left behind and left out of our state’s economic growth.
Many families do not earn enough to pay for their basic needs. And many more live paycheck to paycheck and don’t earn 
enough to save in order to plan for their future or invest in their children and their education. In North Carolina, a family of 
four must earn $52,946 a year in order to afford housing, food, childcare, health care, transportation, taxes, and other 
necessities.

6. IMMIGRATION
Trepidation is rising in North Carolina's Asian-American community amid recent changes to federal immigration law slated 
to go into effect on October 15. The new rules take into consideration a green-card applicant's income level and use of federal 
assistance programs, among other criteria.
a large part of North Carolina's Asian-American community are immigrants - many of them recent immigrants as well.
From the treatment of asylum-seeking Central Americans to the fate of the 11 million undocumented immigrants already 
living in the U.S., the 2020 campaign is expected to feature intense disagreements over how many and what kind of 
immigrants are allowed to enter the U.S.
Trump moved in 2017 to terminate the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, which has shielded from 
deportation more than 800,000 undocumented immigrants brought to the country as children and granted them work permits.
Federal courts have blocked Trump from ending the program, but the Justice Department is appealing those rulings. That 
means the program remains active, but the Supreme Court could take up the case later this year.
Democrats have consistently pushed for a "pathway to citizenship" that includes criminal background checks, payment of 
back taxes, and other qualifications. Many Republicans have labeled such plans as "amnesty" that would unfairly reward 
people who knowingly violated U.S. laws.
The Trump administration has tried to slow down, and in some cases halt entirely, the ability of foreigners to seek refuge in 
the U.S.
Democrats say closing America's doors to the most vulnerable people in the world destroys the centuries-old ideal of the U.S. 
as a beacon of hope for oppressed people of the world.
The Department of Homeland Security says it has been overwhelmed by the record number of migrants crossing the border 
each day, leaving Border Patrol stations and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) detention centers unable to house 
them all. That has led the department to house migrants in tent cities, outside Border Patrol facilities and even under a 
highway overpass in El Paso, Texas. 
Homeland Security has requested more than $1 billion from Congress to improve conditions for migrants and have ordered 
mandatory medical screenings of arriving children.
Migrants are primarily coming from El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras, and the U.S. has been sending hundreds of 
millions of dollars a year to help those countries improve their security, economic and judicial systems to encourage more 
citizens to stay there.

7. OPIOID/ILLEGAL DRUG ISSUES/SMOKING/VAPING
During a recent media briefing, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) advised people to avoid e-cigarettes 
while federal and state officials investigate a nationwide outbreak of severe respiratory illnesses associated with the use of e-
cigarette, or vaping, products. 
E-cigarette use is never safe for youth, young adults, or pregnant women.

https://buildthefoundation.org/
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/08/14/2019-17142/inadmissibility-on-public-charge-grounds
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/05/08/border-crossing-asylum-seeking-migrant-families-hit-record-april/1144303001/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/09/05/trump-congress-do-your-job-daca-immigration-replacement-plan/632191001/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/11/08/daca-federal-appeals-court-blocks-trump-administration-ending-program/1931643002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/05/02/tent-city-temporary-housing-texas-opens-migrant-families/3656701002/
https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/14/politics/border-patrol-mcallen-texas-pictures/index.html
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/03/30/migrants-overflow-border-federal-facilities-local-strain-wall-trump/3309462002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/03/30/migrants-overflow-border-federal-facilities-local-strain-wall-trump/3309462002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/12/26/guatemalan-boy-death-medical-checks-immigrant-children-custody/2413058002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/12/26/guatemalan-boy-death-medical-checks-immigrant-children-custody/2413058002/
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Federal and state officials have reported hundreds of total possible cases of pulmonary disease and several deaths that may be 
related to vaping. Patients’ symptoms ranged from cough, chest pain and shortness of breath to fatigue, vomiting, diarrhea, 
and fever.
More than 3.6 million middle and high school students currently use e-cigarettes, according to the latest National Youth 
Tobacco Study. Another national study last year found that 11 percent of high school seniors, 8 percent of 10th-graders, and 
3.5 percent of eighth-graders vaped with nicotine during a previous one month period.
Vape devices have not been proven to help adult smokers quit smoking. Moreover, vaping increases the risk a teen will 
smoke regular cigarettes later.
Opioid abuse, addiction, and overdoses are serious public health problems in the United States. Another problem is that more 
women are abusing opioids during pregnancy. This can lead to babies being addicted and going through withdrawal, known 
as neonatal abstinence syndrome (NAS). Opioid abuse may sometimes also lead to heroin use, because some people switch 
from prescription opioids to heroin.

8.  HUMAN TRAFFICING
Human trafficking is one of the fastest growing crimes in the United States. The prevalence of human trafficking in North 
Carolina is due to many factors, including the major highways that run through our state (40, 85, and 95), a large, transient 
military population surrounded by sexually oriented businesses, numerous rural agricultural areas with a high demand for 
cheap labor, and an increasing number of gangs.
Most people assume human-trafficking victims are kidnapped, but traffickers are often subtle.
Traffickers typically offer to help their victims secure temporary visas and arrange travel for good jobs in America.
In 2018, 10 defendants were convicted of trafficking in North Carolina, ranking the state 10th in the nation for number of 
convictions. 
Put simply, human trafficking is the commercial exploitation of individuals for labor or sex. This exploitation can take many 
forms, and its victims come from all backgrounds and walks of life. What they share, however, are vulnerabilities — wants or 
needs, be it physical, financial, emotional or otherwise, which traffickers exploit through force, fraud or coercion. Sometimes 
referred to as modern-day slavery, human trafficking is a system of control and extortion, intended to manipulate victims for 
the personal benefit of their traffickers.
As human trafficking thrives on the vulnerabilities of its victims, it stands to reason that children and young adults — often 
the most vulnerable members of society — are frequent targets for this kind of exploitation. Factors like age, inexperience 
and development can leave children open to manipulation and extortion for labor or commercial sex, the latter of which has 
special protections under the law.

9. EDUCATION/JOB SKILLS
Nearly 1-in-8 young children miss more than 15 days of school every year, and research shows that's enough to impact 
learning.
Studies have found chronic absence in kindergarten is linked to lower reading proficiency in first grade. Young children who 
are chronically absent are more likely to miss school days when they are older and tend to perform less well academically in 
middle and high school.
Teachers may worry students spend too much time on digital devices. But there's a flip side to that problem: Many kids don't 
have any access to internet services at home.
That makes completing class assignments difficult, especially in the later grades. And the problem is especially acute in high-
poverty schools where more than three-quarters of students are students of color.
In fact, 12 percent of teachers say that more than 60 percent of their students don't have the kind of internet connectivity at 
home needed to get homework done. 
Participating in early-college programs could have a long-term positive effect on students' college enrollment and completion 
rates.
Students who participated in early college classes were more likely to enroll in college and complete a degree within six 
years of high school graduation. 
It’s easy to decry the shooters as “crazy.” In the wake of the recent shootings, some educators have called for increased 
support around mental health and social-emotional learning.

10. JUDICIAL SYSTEM/CRIME/VIOLENCE
According to the state Department of Public Safety, 142 people currently are on death row in North Carolina.
North Carolina legislators have passed House Bill 370, which, if enacted into law, would force county sheriffs to assist 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement or ICE in detaining and deporting people.  The bill would mandate that county 

https://www.yalemedicine.org/stories/vaping-nicotine-addiction/
https://medlineplus.gov/pregnancyanddruguse.html
http://www.ncleg.gov/BillLookUp/2019/H370
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sheriffs comply with requests or other instructions from federal immigration officers to hold someone in jail – even if that 
person was eligible for release under state law.
Sheriffs from counties across the state have announced they will no longer detain people when requested to do so by ICE.  
That under HB 370, sheriffs who refuse to cooperate with ICE requests could potentially lose their jobs.
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3rd QUARTER PROGRAMS:

1.  ECONOMIC CONCERNS/ISSUES
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 1
Researchers at George Washington University released a new report last week that documents the extraordinary benefits that 
Republican leaders at the North Carolina General Assembly are denying to the rest of us by their refusal to expand Medicaid. 
The researchers found that if Medicaid is expanded:
About 464,000 more people will gain Medicaid coverage in 2020. This will rise to about 634,000 people in 2022. New 
federal funding flowing into North Carolina will rise by $2.8 billion in 2019 and gradually climb to $4.7 billion by 2022. The 
injection of billions of dollars into North Carolina’s economy will spur business activity, which will in turn create more jobs 
around 24,400 in 2020, and as many as 37,200 more by 2022. The increased economic activity and employment would 
trigger increases in state and county tax revenues, totaling $500 million in state revenue from 2020 to 2022 and $100 million 
in county revenue over the three-year period. All 100 counties would benefit. The bottom line: Gov. Cooper is right to keep 
pushing on this issue. The refusal of legislative leaders to expand Medicaid constitutes a gross dereliction of duty.
PA Block for 7/14/19
News and Views
Guest:  Senator Natasha Marcus
Summary: Senator Marcus discusses Governor Cooper’s compromise budget offer, a bailout for NC’s rural, struggling 
hospitals and investigating a cancer cluster in the Mecklenburg County area.  Issues discussed:  healthcare, Medicaid, 
education funding and infrastructure.
News and Views
Guest:  Brian Kennedy, Policy Analyst for the NC Budget & Tax Center
Summary: Mr. Kennedy discusses how NC’s 100 counties are faring across key indicators of economic well-being and 
opportunity.
PA Block for 7/21/19
News and Views
Guest:  Senator Jay Chaudhuri
Summary: Senator Chaudhuri discusses the budget stalemate, the economic impact of Medicaid expansion, immigration 
concerns and worrisome and racist rhetoric on the campaign trail in 2020.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD August 23
A new report from the Center for Responsible Lending paints a troubling picture of the deepening student loan debt problem 
in our state. The report finds that like most states, North Carolina has reduced per-student funding in higher education in 
recent years and that as tuition costs have risen, so too has student debt. Over the last decade, the amount of student debt in 
the state tripled to $44 billion – that’s the second biggest rise in the nation. Today, an estimated one-third of North Carolina 
student loan borrowers in repayment are in default or severely past due – a reality that causes a cascade of harmful 
consequences, from damaged credit scores to difficulty getting jobs and buying or renting homes, to having wages or social 
security benefits garnished by the federal government. Predatory, for-profit colleges are a big part of the problem. The bottom 
line: North Carolina can and should do much more to address the problem, including lowering the cost of higher education 
and enacting tougher consumer protection laws to help student loan borrowers. State lawmakers should read and heed the 
report.
PA Block for 9/1/19
News and Views
Guest:  Jeremy Sprinkle o the AFL-CIO NC
Summary: Mr. Sprinkle examines workers rights, wages and the reality facing many workers in our state ahead of Labor Day.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD September 6
It’s Labor Day again – the day on which our nation is supposed to lift up and celebrate the social and economic achievements 
of American workers. Unfortunately, as has been the case for far too long – especially here in North Carolina – most workers 
have precious little reason to feel celebrated or lifted up. For decades now, worker productivity and efficiency have both been 
on the rise, but worker pay has been maddeningly flat. This contrasts sharply with the situation for corporate CEO’s and top-
level managers, who have seen their pay skyrocket.
This situation has been made even worse here in North Carolina by politicians at the legislature who have repeatedly slashed 
public services, abused public employees and opposed policies that boost the middle class while showering huge tax cuts on 
the top 1%.   
Recently, Labor Commissioner Cherie Berry – the official charged with protecting workers – even refused to follow the lead 
of virtually every other major state agency in extending paid parental leave to employees in her department.
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NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD September 17
There are a lot of data that demonstrate how out of whack and absurdly divided the modern American economy has become 
between the haves and have nots, but consider this number:
If the federal minimum wage – which is currently $7.25 per hour – had increased since 1985 as fast as annual bonus pay on 
Wall Street, it would now stand at $33.51 per hour. Perhaps we shouldn’t be surprised by this since the average CEO pay last 
year at the top five U.S. investment banks was $24.7 million. Of course, as crazy and unjust as these numbers are, the 
unfairness is even worse for women and people of color. American women have to work more than 15 months to make what 
their male counterparts make in 12. The situation is even worse for Black, Native American, and Latinx women.
RECORDED PSA, NC TRAVEL & TOURISM, 7/1-9/30/19, 26, 60-SEC SPOTS; Whether you’re looking for adventure or 
relaxation, mountains or beaches, the rhythm of city life or the tranquility of nature, you’ll find it all in NC.  The tourism 
section of the Division of Tourism, Film, and Sports Development works to develop and promote NC as a primary travel 
destination.  Key focus areas include consumer advertising and promotions, public relations strategies designed to garner 
positive media attention about travel opportunities within the state, promotion of group travel, and recruitment of sporting 
events into the state.
RECORDED PSA, ENERGY EFFICIENCY, 7/1-9/30/19, 21, 60 SEC SPOTS; The campaign aims to reach homeowners 
who are looking for ways to save money. The PSAs demonstrate that by taking energy efficient actions in the home, 
homeowners can save money by reducing their energy bill.  PSA encourages homeowners to save energy by taking simple 
but effective actions around the home. For example, homeowners who turn back their thermostat 10 - 15 degrees for eight 
hours a day, wash their laundry in cold water, and make sure their water heater is set to 120 degrees can save money on their 
cooling and heating bills.

2. POLITICAL CONCERNS/ISSUES
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 8
As you’ve probably heard by now, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a disturbing cop-out of a ruling recently on the issue of 
partisan gerrymandering. In a distinctly uncourageous opinion, a narrow 5-4 majority ruled that even the most egregious 
political map-rigging of the kind that Republicans have perpetrated in North Carolina and Democrats have enacted in 
Maryland is perfectly constitutional.
The ruling ought to anger all Americans who believe in democratic government and fair elections. As a lead editorial in the 
Charlotte Observer noted, voters needed the Court to do what lawmakers won’t — to correct an unconstitutional practice, to 
declare the law as it so often does, to provide Americans with free and fair elections. Instead, it shrugged. The Court’s ruling 
leaves two possible course of action at the state level: 1) the state courts can strike down partisan gerrymandering under the 
state constitution and/or 2) state lawmakers can pass a law that creates a genuine nonpartisan process to draw legislative 
maps. Right now, good government advocates from Common Cause North Carolina are pursuing both courses. Let’s hope 
they’re successful.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 11
The state court lawsuit brought by Common Cause of North Carolina challenging the state’s gerrymandered legislative maps 
goes to trial next week. Let’s hope it brings an end, once and for all, to the partisan election rigging that has plagued our state. 
Amusingly, Rep. David Lewis – a key figure behind the gerrymandered maps – is now calling on Common Cause to drop the 
case. Lewis says the group should work with lawmakers to pass redistricting reform instead. It’s hard to know whether to 
laugh or cry at Lewis’ plea. Common Cause has been trying to get Lewis and his colleagues to end gerrymandering and pass 
real redistricting reform for years. Now, however, that there are indications that the state court lawsuit could make real 
headway, Lewis has changed his tune. Common Cause director Bob Phillips dismissed Lewis’s lame demand, saying that if 
Republicans lawmakers are finally serious about reform, all they need to do is to pass genuine reform legislation – the kind 
that Lewis himself sponsored a decade ago when Republicans were in the minority. Until then, Philips rightfully observes, 
Lewis can see him in court. 
PA Block for 7/14/19
News and Views
Guest:  Senator Natasha Marcus
Summary: Senator Marcus discusses Governor Cooper’s compromise budget offer, a bailout for NC’s rural, struggling 
hospitals and investigating a cancer cluster in the Mecklenburg County area.  Issues discussed:  healthcare, Medicaid, 
education funding and infrastructure.
News and Views
Guest:  Dr. Andy Taylor, NC State University Political Scientist
Summary: President Donald Trump returns to NC next week, a sure sign that the 2020 election season is already underway.  
Dr. Taylor joins us to discuss the presidential race as Democrats jockey for a top tier position to challenge Trump.  Taylor 
also weighs in on the challenge facing U.S. Senator Thom Tills and Governor Roy Cooper in the 2020 election cycle.
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PA Block for 7/21/19
News and Views
Guest:  Senator Jay Chaudhuri
Summary: Senator Chaudhuri discusses the budget stalemate, the economic impact of Medicaid expansion, immigration 
concerns and worrisome and racist rhetoric on the campaign trail in 2020.
PA Block for 8/4/19
News and Views
Guest:  State Representative Deb Butler
Summary: The state of NC is already a month into the new fiscal year, but the state budget impasse continues.  Ms. Butler 
joins us this week to discuss the failure of legislative leaders to negotiate with Governor Cooper.  Butler also discusses the 
need to expand Medicaid and emerging contaminants in NC waterways.
PA Block for 8/11/19
News and Views
Guest:  State Representative, Marcia Morey
Summary: Democratic lawmakers in the NC House and Senate are once again pushing for Republican leadership to consider 
gun-safety legislation in the aftermath of last week’s tragic mass shootings in Texas and Ohio.  House Bill 454 (Allow 
ERPOs to Save Lives & Prevent Suicides) would allow family members and law enforcement officers to report first-hand 
knowledge of warning signs and petition a court for an ERPO, a temporary revocation of a person’s firearm(s).  House Bill 
86 (Gun Violence Prevention Act) is a 13 page bill that would:  require a permit for the purchase of long guns or assault 
weapons, establish a three-day waiting period for gun purchases, prohibit the sale of “bump stocks” or “trigger cranks,” place 
limits of the size of ammunition magazines and require the reporting of lost or stolen firearms.
PA Block for 8/18/19
News and Views
Guest:  Congressman David Price
Summary: The dean of NC’s congressional delegation, Rep. David Price joins us to discuss some of the top issues 
confronting the nation, including gun violence, the immigration crisis and the desperate need for campaign finance reform 
ahead of the next election cycle.
PA Block for 9/1/19
News and Views
Guest:  Senator Mujtaba Mohammed
Summary: The Senator weighs in on the state of the endless 2019 legislative session.  Issues discussed:  Republican 
lawmakers pushing “mini-budgets” rather than compromising with the governor, school safety, the veto of HB370 
antiimmigrant legislation. 
PA Block for 9/8/19
News and Views
Guest:  Representative Robert Reives
Summary: Rep. Reives discusses the Superior Court ruling striking down gerrymandered legislative districts and requiring 
the General Assembly to redraw those maps by September 18, in time to be used for the 2020 elections.  Reives also 
discusses education funding, immigration reform and restorative justice.
ON THE RECORD 9/14
Anger over budge veto, progress with redistricting.  It was an interesting week in state politics with a special election in the 
9th Congressional District with national implications to state lawmakers to the lottery for help redrawing maps.
PA Block for 9/22/19
News and Views
Guest:  Author & Gerrymandering Expert, David Daley
Summary: Mr. Daley discusses the secret files of GOP political operative Thomas Hofeller, gerrymandering as NC prepares 
its latest redistricting maps, and his upcoming book:  Unrigged:  How Americans Are Battling Back to Save Democracy.”   
Daley’s reporting has appeared in the New Yorker, the Atlantic, Slate, the Washington Post, and New York Magazine.  He is 
a senior fellow at FairVote and the former editor of Salon.  Issues covered:  redistricting, voting rights & Democracy.
PA Block for 9/29/19
News and Views
Guest:  NC Policy Watch courts, law & democracy reporter Melissa Boughton
Summary: Melissa discusses the status of the new redistricting maps, the effort to suppress the files of gerrymandering expert 
and mapmaker Thomas Hofeller.  Boughton also discusses U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s visit to 
Raleigh this week to discuss her life and career.
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3. ENVIRONMENT/GLOBAL WARMING/CONSERVATION
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 5
There was a bombshell revelation last week in a Delaware lawsuit brought by the chemical outfit Chemours against the 
company that originally spun it off, DuPont.  Chemours, as you will recall, runs an operation in Fayetteville that has been 
much in the news for emitting large quantities of toxic chemicals, including one known as GenX, into the Cape Fear River 
and the air surrounding the plant. 
Now, according to the Chemours lawsuit, it seems clear that when it ran the plant, DuPont knew about the poison it was 
releasing, had the ability to stop it and chose not to. Indeed, the court filings provide compelling evidence that one of 
DuPont’s main purposes in spinning off Chemours was to wash its hands of potential liability for the pollution it had emitted 
and the cancers and other health problems it was causing all over the country. The bottom line: If proven to be true, DuPont’s 
actions are utterly reprehensible and something one might expect from an organized crime operation, not a supposed pillar of 
corporate America. DuPont’s executives and shareholders should be forced to pay for their misdeeds.
PA Block for 7/21/19
News and Views
Guest:  Andy Coburn, Assistant Director of the Program for the Study of Developed Shorelines
Summary: Hurricanes, nor’easters, storm surge and sea level rise are all concerns if you live on the NC coast.  The issue is 
especially worrisome on parts of North Topsail Beach where it’s estimated the ocean is eroding parts of that beach by five-
feet a year.  New research by Western Carolina University suggest it would be cheaper to purchase the threatened properties 
in North Topsail that are at greatest risk than to spend millions of dollars over 30 years trying to constantly protect the 
property through beach re-nourishment, sandbag walls, and other barriers.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 31
Scientists are dispensing with the phrase “climate change” and are now referring to the situation that confronts humanity as 
the global “climate crisis.” A recent hearing in Washington makes clear that this is not an overstatement. Business leaders, 
health experts and former military commanders warned the U.S. House Budget Committee of impending disaster if there is 
no plan to address the rising sea levels, warmer temperatures, more frequent floods and other severe weather events that are 
on the way.
Retired Navy Rear Admiral David Titley, who is now a professor of meteorology at Penn State University told the committee 
that if we do nothing and continue business as usual, the basic stability upon which human civilization is founded will be 
quote “absolutely over.” Titley said that society must end its widespread use of carbon fuels as quickly as possible.  
Frighteningly, the admiral’s message has yet to make an impact on the Trump administration or its apologists in the U.S. 
Senate like North Carolina’s Richard Burr and Thom Tillis. This simply must change and soon if life on earth as we know it 
is to long continue. 
PA Block for 8/4/19
News and Views
Guest:  State Representative Deb Butler
Summary: The state of NC is already a month into the new fiscal year, but the state budget impasse continues.  Ms. Butler 
joins us this week to discuss the failure of legislative leaders to negotiate with Governor Cooper.  Butler also discusses the 
need to expand Medicaid and emerging contaminants in NC waterways.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD September 9
A new report from NC Policy Watch environmental reporter Lisa Sorg demonstrates just how devilishly difficult it is for 
humans to repair the damage we inflict on our natural environment.  
The report looks at something called compensatory mitigation – a process whereby developers who destroy vulnerable 
natural habitats like wetlands and streams can be required to pay to repair or improve similar natural habitats elsewhere. The 
idea is a good one and the mitigation system we’ve created is certainly much better than doing nothing, but as Sorg reports, 
it’s far from perfect. In highly populated places like the Triangle it can be hard to even find a nearby site in the same 
watershed to restore. This is a big problem with the plan to complete I540 – a project that impact 156 wetlands and 39 ponds 
while crossing sensitive creeks and rivers, 140 times.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD September 24
Duke Energy attracted some headlines last week when it announced what appeared to be an ambitious pledge to achieve 
quote “net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.”
A closer look at the details, however, reveals the plan does much too little to reduce the pollution fueling the global climate 
crisis. While the company will take the overdue step of phasing out coal-fired power plants, its use of natural gas will 
actually increase. Not only will gas-fired power plants emit millions of tons of carbon pollution; they and the pipelines that 
supply them will emit vast quantities of methane – a greenhouse gas even more potent than carbon dioxide. All told, Duke 
plans to generate just 9 percent of its power from renewable sources in the Carolinas by 2034. No wonder Jim Warren, 
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executive director of the environmental advocacy group NC WARN, blasted Duke for what he called quote “a continuing, 
pathetic commitment to renewable energy and battery storage.”
RECORDED PSA, KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL—7/1-9/28/19, 37, 30 SEC SPOTS, Creating a country where every 
community is a clean, green and beautiful place to live starts with people taking individual responsibility and collective 
action. Keep America Beautiful extends the reach of our initiatives and multiplies the impact of our actions through 
partnerships with an array of organizations. Developing public-private-civic partnerships has been a common thread 
throughout our history and is an essential ingredient of our heritage. Keep America Beautiful gratefully acknowledges the 
corporations, nonprofits, educational organizations, associations, government agencies and others whose financial support, 
sponsorships, employee engagement and in-kind contributions significantly advance our mission and make our work 
possible. 
RECORDED PSA, CONSUMER TECH RECYCLING—7/1-9/30/19, 33, 60 SEC SPOTS; We match our passion for 
innovation with our commitment to sustainability. From improving energy efficiency to reducing e-waste, the consumer 
technology industry has made remarkable strides in recent years. Providing consumers, the tools they need to live a greener 
lifestyle and make smarter technology choices is an integral part of our commitment. Simply knowing how much energy your 
favorite gadget uses and where to recycle can go a long way. Explore tips to live green, buy green and recycle responsibly all 
year-round.

4. YOUTH
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 2
There are a lot of ways the latest state budget proposal developed by legislative leaders falls maddeningly short. Here’s 
another important one: the way it fails to serve our children. As Rob Thompson of the advocacy group NC Child noted last 
week: More than 30,000 children are on a waiting list for childcare subsidies so that parents can work, and kids can get high-
quality early education that prepares them to succeed in school. The budget does nothing to reduce this list.
In addition, not only does the budget fail to expand Medicaid – a change that would save thousands of lives and bring billions 
of dollars into the state’s economy, it actually includes deep cuts to the Medicaid program, and fails to fully fund enrollment 
growth for those already eligible.  Add to this that the mean-spirited proposal to move the state Health and Human Services 
department headquarters from Raleigh to Granville County – a move could lead to hundreds of skilled professional staffers 
leaving the department – and it’s clear that legislative leaders care more about politics than one of the most important 
functions of government – serving people in need. 
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 22
One of the more controversial policies enacted by conservative North Carolina lawmakers in recent years involves the 
provision of publicly-funded vouchers to private and religious schools. There are strong arguments to be made that the 
funding violates the First Amendment’s bar on the mixing of church and state and that it puts taxpayers in the business of 
supporting unaccountable private institutions that need meet few of the requirements placed on public schools.  This latter 
point was emphasized by a pair of recent news stories.  The first was the state of Maryland’s decision to bar a religious 
school that openly discriminates against LGBTQ children and parents from receiving voucher funds. This ought to be law in 
North Carolina, but amazingly it is not. The second story took place at the North Carolina General Assembly where 
lawmakers pushing through new school safety rules in the aftermath of recent shootings rebuffed efforts to make them 
applicable to private schools.  
The bottom line: All children in our state should be protected from violence and discrimination, wherever they attend school. 
The general Assembly’ failure in this vital area is simply unacceptable. 
RECORDED PSA, RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE-HAPPY MEALS, 7/3-9/28, 33, 30-SEC SPOT; We care about the 
well-being of children and families. So back in 1974, we helped open the first Ronald McDonald House®, a comfortable 
place for families with sick children to rest, just steps away from a hospital. To this day, we stand by RMHC in their 
commitment to help families with sick children stay close to each other and the care and resources they need. In our 
restaurants, we help support the work RMHC does to provide 2.4 million overnight stays both in your neighborhood and in 
communities around the world. Every time you buy a Happy Meal® or Mighty Kids Meal®, we donate a penny to support 
RMHC programs and services, including Ronald McDonald House®, Ronald McDonald Family Room® and Ronald 
McDonald Care Mobile®.
RECORDED PSA, MAKE A WISH, 7/1-9/30/19, 42, 30-SEC SPOTS; The Trailblaze Challenge is an endurance event 
where participants tackle 28.3 miles of the Foothills Trail in one life-changing day! This is a hike, not a race, and caters to all 
levels from novice to advanced outdoor enthusiasts. As well as being an extraordinary physical test, participants are also 
challenged to raise much needed funds to grant the wishes of local children with critical illnesses. 
Take the opportunity to push your limits and truly challenge yourself. We offer hike weekends in the spring and fall, so grab 
your friends, family and co-workers and make a difference on the Trailblaze Challenge. Friday, October 11 - Sunday, 
October 13 
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RECORDED PSA, FATHERHOOD MOMENTS, 7/1-9/30/19, 37, 30-SEC SPOTS; About 1 out of every 2 working dads 
(48%) say they spend too little time with their kids and want to do a better job at parenting. Having an involved father 
significantly contributes to happier and healthier children, and this is true whether a father lives with his child or not. The 
campaign tagline “Make a moment. Dance Like a Dad” is part of an ongoing effort to encourage dads to play an active role in 
their children’s lives. Fathers and children are featured in the PSAs dancing with and alongside each other to show that the 
smallest moments can make the biggest difference. All PSAs direct audiences to visit https://www.fatherhood.gov/ for 
parenting tips, fatherhood programs, and other resources.
RECORDED PSA, SAVE THE CHILDREN, 7/1-9/30/19, 22, 60 SEC SPOTS; Save the Children believes every child 
deserves a healthy start in life. Our Healthy Choices program exposes children to healthier ways of living through physical 
activity, nutrition lessons and balanced food choices so they can be healthy and active in both learning and life. Eating well 
and being physically active at an early age helps children focus, improve attendance, boost academic performance and grow 
up to be healthy adults.
RECORDED PSA, YMCA – FOR A BETTER US, 7/1-9/30/19, 28, 30 SEC SPOTS; People need certain things to thrive.  
We need to eat well, stay safe, be active, spend time together, learn and grow.  Sadly, in an increasingly technological and 
polarized world, it’s not always easy to get what we need. Playing outside has become a rarity. Face time happens through a 
phone. And instead of seeing the income gap shrink, it seems all we do is watch it grow.
But where society falls short, the Y steps in.  Because, after 160 years of serving communities, the Y knows what we need to 
be our best selves. So, it gives us a place to play, to learn, to be healthy, to eat well and give back. It gives parents childcare, 
young adults job training and children a safe place to go. Everything the Y does is in service of making us better.
For a better you. For a better community. For a better country.  For a better us.TM

RECORDED PSA, ST. JUDES HOSPITAL, 7/1-9/30/19, 38, 60 SEC SPOTS; At St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, our 
mission is clear: Finding cures. Saving children. When you share our new PSAs, you’re helping St. Jude lead the way the 
world understands, treats and defeats childhood cancer and other life-threatening diseases. Because most of our funding 
comes from individual supporters, families never receive a bill from St. Jude for treatment, travel, housing or food—because 
all a family should worry about is helping their child live. And St. Jude freely shares the discoveries made, so every child 
saved at St. Jude means thousands more children can be saved around the world and in your community. St. Jude won’t stop 
until no child dies from cancer. You can help.

5. (UN)EMPLOYMENT/POVERTY/HOMELESSNESS
PA Block for 6/30/19
News and Views
Guest:  Whitney Tucker, NC Child’s Director of Research
Summary: The Annie E. Casey Foundation released its first KIDS COUNT Data Book in 1990 and its 30th edition earlier this 
month.  Considered together, these two publications tell a story of remarkable change – and growth.  America’s child 
population has increased in size (from 64.2 million in 1990 to 73.7 million kids in 2017) and diversity (with kids of color 
jumping from 31% 50 47% of all kids).  In 38 states, the percentage of children in immigrant families at least doubled; in 20 
states it at least tripled; and in 12 states it at least quadrupled.  We talked with Whitney and learn why NC ranks 33rd overall 
in the nation in terms of child well-being.  Issues discussed: poverty, literacy, graduation rates, healthcare disparities, 
stagnant wages and high housing costs.
News and Views
Guest:  Allan M. Freyer, Ph.D., Director, Workers’ Rights, NC Justice Center
Summary: Apprenticeships are increasingly seen as a solution to a broken workforce development pipeline that too often fails 
to connect working people to the training and the jobs they need to make ends meet.  This is especially true for young 
adults—particularly young adults of color—who continue to suffer from significantly elevated unemployment despite a 
decade-long economic recovery.  That national unemployment rate for youth and young adults (16-24) is 8.6 percent, which 
is more than double the 3.8 percent jobless rate for all workers across the nation.  At the same time, young adults of color 
face special barriers in connecting with the labor market—they are experiencing a 10.9 percent unemployment rate, in 
contrast to the 6.9 percent unemployment rate of their similarly-aged white peers.  Youth apprenticeships are paid, structured 
programs that prepare high school students, recent graduates, and young adults for a technical trade or occupation.
PA Block for 8/4/19
News and Views
Guest:  Samuel Gunter, Executive Director for the NC Housing Coalition
Summary: In no state, metro area, or county in the US can a worker earning the federal minimum wage afford a modest two-
bedroom rental home working a standard 40-hour week.  I NC, a worker would need to earn about $17/hour to afford that 
same two-bedroom apartment.  In reality, more than 1-in-4 NC households are cost-burdened and pay at least 30% of their 
income for housing.  

https://www.fatherhood.gov/
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PA Block for 9/1/19
News and Views
Guest:  Attorney Jack Holtzman with the Fair Housing Project of Legal Aid of NC
Summary: Attorney Holtzman explains why housing discrimination remains a big problem in our state.
News and Views
Guest:  Jeremy Sprinkle o the AFL-CIO NC
Summary: Mr. Sprinkle examines workers rights, wages and the reality facing many workers in our state ahead of Labor Day.
PA Block for 9/8/19
News and Views
Guest:  Robin Madison of the Inter-Faith Food Shuttle
Summary: Robin discusses food insecurity in NC, efforts to help hungry children and seniors, and what changes to SNAP 
benefits could mean for the state’s food banks.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD September 16
The global anti-poverty organization known as OxFam is out with a new report on the best and worst American states in 
which to work and, sadly but not surprisingly, North Carolina comes in near the bottom. The OxFam researchers looked at 
dozens of data points impacting compensation and conditions affecting workers and ranked states on such things as wage 
policies like the state’s minimum wage, worker protection policies like paid sick day rules and protections from sexual 
harassment, and laws governing the right of workers to organize.   
As the report explains, the federal government has historically taken the most significant action to pass laws that protect 
workers, but this has changed in recent years as corporations have consolidated their power in Washington. This leaves the 
job to states, but unfortunately, while some have assumed the mantle, North Carolina has not. OxFam ranks our state 47th in 
the country. Only Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Virginia fared worse.
RECORDED PSA, HABITAT, 7/1-9/29/19, 34, 30-SEC SPOTS; Habitat for Humanity partners with people in your 
community, and all over the world, to help them build or improve a place they can call home. Habitat homeowners help build 
their own homes alongside volunteers and pay an affordable mortgage. With your support, Habitat homeowners achieve the 
strength, stability and independence they need to build a better life for themselves and for their families. Through our 2020 
Strategic Plan, Habitat for Humanity will serve more people than ever before through decent and affordable housing.
RECORDED PSA, COMMUNITIES IN SCHOOL, 7/1-9/30/19, 38, 30-SEC SPOTS; In the U.S., approximately 1 in 5 
children under the age of 18 live in poverty, shouldering more than they should have to. Communities In Schools works 
directly inside schools, building relationships that empower students to succeed inside and outside the classroom.
RECORDED PSA, GOODWILL – JOB TRAINING, 7/1-9/23/19, 39, 30-SEC SPOTS; Finding employment and building 
careers helps people earn paychecks and feel pride and independence. When people shop at Goodwill®, they help Goodwill 
provide the job training and other support services people need to earn jobs locally and care for their families. New PSAs 
showcase the variety of unique finds available at Goodwill stores and celebrate Goodwill shoppers, whose purchases help 
fund job skills training and more in their local communities. Goodwill shoppers are local heroes, who care about their 
communities and want to help their neighbors find jobs. This campaign celebrates both their style and their commitment to 
doing good. As the leading nonprofit provider of job training, career and community services, Goodwill uses the revenue 
earned from the sale of these goods to create job training and education, and to provide other community-based services such 
as childcare, financial education, mentoring and more. In fact, collectively, more than 87 percent of the revenue spent at 
Goodwill stores is reinvested in community-based services including free resume preparation, career counseling, 
interviewing skills and many more. To learn how, visit www.goodwill.org/bringgoodhome
RECORDED PSA, FAIR HOUSING, 7/1-9/30/19, 31, 60 SEC SPOTS; The Fair Housing Act has two goals: to end housing 
discrimination and to promote diverse, inclusive communities. The second goal is referred to as Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing (AFFH), and it embodies our strongly held American values of fair access and equal opportunity. Diverse, inclusive 
communities with access to good jobs, schools, health care, transportation, and housing are crucial to our nation’s prosperity 
in the 21st century. A hard-learned lesson from the recent economic crisis is that when some of our communities are targeted 
for discriminatory practices, all of our communities are harmed. Our global competitiveness is challenged when all of our 
communities do not have the opportunity to succeed together.  The Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing provision was part 
of the Fair Housing Act when it was passed by Congress in 1968. Through that provision, Congress directed HUD to make 
sure that neither the agency itself, nor the cities, counties, states and public housing agencies it funds, discriminate in their 
programs. Further, Congress intended that HUD programs be used to expand housing choices and help make all 
neighborhoods places of opportunity, providing their residents with access to the community assets and resources they need 
to flourish. Unfortunately, too many jurisdictions have taken HUD funds but failed to fulfill their AFFH obligations. And for 
most of the 50 years since the passage of the Fair Housing Act, HUD has done little to correct this problem. In recent years, 
HUD increased oversight of its grantees’ fair housing compliance, and took steps to give them better tools to ensure they are 

https://www.psacentral.org/campaign/www.goodwill.org/bringgoodhome
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connecting all of their residents to opportunity, regardless of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, family status or 
disability.

6.  IMMIGRATION
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 3
Lt. Gov. Dan Forest waded into some troubling waters last week when he attacked American multiculturalism and diversity. 
Forest claimed that “[N]o other nation, has ever survived the diversity and multiculturalism that America faces today.” In 
addition to be just flat-out wrong on the historical facts, Forest is also dead wrong about the benefits of a diverse and 
multicultural society. Rather than serving as a barrier to societal progress, multiculturalism is one of the great hopes of 
humankind. Across the planet today, billions of people must coexist in close quarters like never before – a fact that climate-
driven migration will exacerbate in years to come. While Americans must always adhere to the principles embodied in the 
Constitution, any attempt to resist migration and growing diversity will be futile and counter-productive.  The bottom line: 
diversity and multiculturalism are not always easy. Tolerance and the acceptance of change and those who are different will 
always be tough skills for humans to master. But practice can help a lot. And so too, can politicians who appeal to the better 
angels of our nature, rather than pandering to the worst.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 4
Today in the Fourth of July – the day on which Americans celebrate the birth of our country and its commitment to human 
freedom.  Unfortunately, on this, the 243rd anniversary of Independence Day, there is a dark cloud hovering over the nation 
and its claims of being a beacon of freedom. I speak, of course, of the growing crisis on our southern border. Today, in all of 
our names and with our tax dollars, the United States government is running a series of facilities that bear a striking 
resemblance to internment or concentration camps. These are camps in which, for the vast majority of those imprisoned, their 
only crime was wanting to experience freedom – freedom from terror, freedom from crime, freedom from poverty and 
hopelessness. As these same camps, our government separates young children from their parents and locks them up in cages, 
without adequate care or protections from harm.  The bottom line: If our claims to be a nation dedicated to life, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness are to have any legitimacy, American political leaders must act and now to end this barbaric 
situation.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 19
Senator Thom Tillis went on Fox News over the weekend to put a warm and fuzzy spin on nation’s immigration crisis. Tillis 
said he and Vice President Pence had seen many happy, smiling faces during a tour of a border control facility last Friday and 
that, while one of the facilities is “overcrowded,” it’s nothing that Congress can’t take care of. Setting aside the absurdity of 
the notion that Tillis could get an honest picture in such a tour, here’s the kind of situation that puts the lie to the rosy picture 
he’s painting. Earlier this week, National Public Radio reported that a three-year old child with a serious heart condition  — 
A THREE-YEAR OLD CHILD —was asked by a U.S. Border Patrol agent to determine which of her parents should be 
allowed to stay in the U.S. with her and who should be sent back to Honduras. Thankfully, the agent was eventually 
overruled, but it’s an outrage that such a situation ever arose. Senator Tillis should skip the dog and pony shows and get after 
situations like this if he’s serious about addressing the border crisis. 
PA Block for 7/21/19
News and Views
Guest:  Senator Jay Chaudhuri
Summary: Senator Chaudhuri discusses the budget stalemate, the economic impact of Medicaid expansion, immigration 
concerns and worrisome and racist rhetoric on the campaign trail in 2020.
ON THE RECORD 8/3/19
This week’s episode welcomes local pastors who traveled to the Mexican order and expands on a WRAL Investigates story 
about an NC company housing migrant children.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD August 16
The Trump administration announced this week that it would adopt a new federal regulation that will vastly expand the 
number of immigrants who may be deemed ineligible for lawful permanent residence based on their use of certain 
government services, household income, and other criteria. Thousands of North Carolinians could be adversely affected. The 
Department of Homeland Security rule expands a cruel, century-old practice of penalizing immigrant families of low income. 
Trump administration officials are seeking to implement the rule despite the fact that it received hundreds of thousands of 
comments – most overwhelmingly negative – when it was first proposed.  Advocates at the National Immigration Law Center 
rightfully deride the proposal as quote “a cornerstone of the administration’s attempts to redefine our legal immigration 
system in order to disenfranchise communities of color and favor the wealthy.” They also point out that it will have a dire 
humanitarian impact, forcing some families to forego critical life-saving health care and nutrition. The damage, they note, 
will be felt for decades to come.
PA Block for 8/18/19
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News and Views
Guest:  Congressman David Price
Summary: The dean of NC’s congressional delegation, Rep. David Price joins us to discuss some of the top issues 
confronting the nation, including gun violence, the immigration crisis and the desperate need for campaign finance reform 
ahead of the next election cycle.
PA Block for 9/1/19
News and Views
Guest:  Senator Mujtaba Mohammed
Summary: The Senator weighs in on the state of the endless 2019 legislative session.  Issues discussed:  Republican 
lawmakers pushing “mini-budgets” rather than compromising with the governor, school safety, the veto of HB370 
antiimmigrant legislation. 
PA Block for 9/8/19
News and Views
Guest:  Representative Robert Reives
Summary: Rep. Reives discusses the Superior Court ruling striking down gerrymandered legislative districts and requiring 
the General Assembly to redraw those maps by September 18, in time to be used for the 2020 elections.  Reives also 
discusses education funding, immigration reform and restorative justice.
RECORDED PSA, IMMIGRATION, 7/1-9/300/19, 36, 30-SEC SPOTS When you’re undocumented, you face a lot of 
discrimination, and that creates a lot of fear. At United We Dream, we transform that fear into finding your voice. We 
empower people to develop their leadership, their organizing skills, and to develop our own campaigns to fight for justice and 
dignity for immigrants and all people. This is achieved through immigrant youth-led campaigns at the local, state, and federal 
level.

7. OPIOID/ILLEGAL DRUG ISSUES/SMOKING/VAPING
PA Block for 7/21/19
News and Views
Guest:  NC Health New Reporter, Taylor Knopf
Summary: Five North Carolinians die each day from overdosing on opioids.  That includes prescription pain meds, heroin 
and fentanyl.  NC has received $54 million in federal grant funding to address the opioid crisis.  But a recent report by NC 
Health News finds the majority of people benefiting from the grant treatment money are white.  Taylor joined us to discuss 
why some minority drug users have less access to drug treatment in our state, and why some health advocates are worried 
about the new ‘Death by Distribution’ bill signed into law this month by Governor Roy Cooper.
RECORDED PSA, OPIOID ABUSE, 7/1-9/30/19, 41, 30 SEC-SPOTS; Opioid dependence can happen in just five days. 
Many young adults don’t know the power of opioids and can quickly become addicted to them. In fact, addiction isn’t limited 
to the people using just the illegal opioids, like heroin. Misuse of prescription opioids is a huge part of the opioid epidemic. 
Misuse includes people with a prescription not taking it as prescribed--taking too many pills at once, for example--or people 
without a prescription taking pills they get from a family medicine cabinet, friends, random strangers at a party or drug 
dealers selling pills illegally. And because of this, a lot of people are dying. In 2016, more than 42,000 people died of opioid 
overdoses in the U.S. New spots from truth® and the Ad Council aim to put an end to the opioid epidemic by showing the 
true stories of those who’ve gone to extreme lengths to get more opioids and a personal detox story. Learn the Truth About 
Opioids at opioids.thetruth.com.
RECORDED PSA, DRUG FREE KIDS, 7/1-9/30/19, 38, 60 SEC SPOTS; Driven by abuse of prescription painkillers, opioid 
addiction has soared in recent years, particularly among teens and young adults. Every day in the U.S., 2,500 youth (12- to 
17-year-olds) abuse a prescription pain reliever for the first time. An addiction to legally prescribed pain medication has led 
many people to heroin, a cheaper and more easily available alternative. According to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, 45 percent of people who used heroin were also addicted to prescription opioid painkillers. Deaths from opioid 
abuse increased 248 percent between 2010 and 2014, with 78 Americans now dying every day from an opioid overdose.

8. HUMAN TRAFFICING

9. EDUCATION/JOB SKILLS
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 9
News coverage surrounding Gov. Roy Cooper’s recent decision to veto the proposed state budget sent to him by state 
legislators has focused on the proposal’s failure to expand Medicaid, but there were several other egregious flaws. Take the 
issue of education funding. When one accounts for inflation and enrollment growth, the proposed budget would have left 
total school funding nearly 3 percent below where it was more than a decade ago. Twenty of the top 24 education spending 

https://opioids.thetruth.com/o/home
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categories would be lower than in 2009 – a time in which we ranked 42nd in the nation. Compared to fiscal year 08-09, the 
state is already providing schools with:

 Nearly 800 fewer teachers
 Nearly 500 fewer instructional support personnel like psychologists, nurses, counselors, social workers and 

librarians.
 Thousands fewer teacher assistants, and 
 Cuts of more than 40 percent to textbooks, classroom supplies, and school technology.

Amazingly, South Carolina now outspends us by more than 21 percent per student – a gap that would grow further under the 
legislative proposal.
The bottom line: North Carolina can and must do better by its schools. Gov. Cooper was right to demand it. 
PA Block for 7/14/19
News and Views
Guest:  Senator Natasha Marcus
Summary: Senator Marcus discusses Governor Cooper’s compromise budget offer, a bailout for NC’s rural, struggling 
hospitals and investigating a cancer cluster in the Mecklenburg County area.  Issues discussed:  healthcare, Medicaid, 
education funding and infrastructure.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 24
There were a lot of good reasons that North Carolina should never have started handing taxpayer dollars to out-of-state for-
profit companies to run so-called virtual charter schools.  The record for these companies in other states has been dreadful 
and frequently marked by corruption, big CEO salaries and poor-to-non-existent student performance. Still, a few years back, 
state lawmakers ignored the evidence and launched the virtual charter experiment in North Carolina. Predictably, the results 
were lousy. In their first year of operation, both virtual charter schools finished dead last in the state in student growth. The 
North Carolina Virtual Academy finished in the bottom 4% of all schools in each of the next two years, and the North 
Carolina Connections Academy consistently finished dead last. Unlike local public schools and brick and mortal charter 
schools, virtual charter schools are not even required to take daily attendance. Amazingly, however, despite this appalling 
record, Republican lawmakers have sent a bill to Gov. Cooper that would expand the program and allow hundreds more 
students to enroll. This proposal needs to be vetoed and the veto needs to be sustained. 
PA Block for 8/4/19
News and Views
Guest:  Allan M. Freyer, Ph.D., Director, Workers’ Rights, NC Justice Center
Summary: Apprenticeships are increasingly seen as a solution to a broken workforce development pipeline that too often fails 
to connect working people to the training and the jobs they need to make ends meet.  This is especially true for young 
adults—particularly young adults of color—who continue to suffer from significantly elevated unemployment despite a 
decade-long economic recovery.  That national unemployment rate for youth and young adults (16-24) is 8.6 percent, which 
is more than double the 3.8 percent jobless rate for all workers across the nation.  At the same time, young adults of color 
face special barriers in connecting with the labor market—they are experiencing a 10.9 percent unemployment rate, in 
contrast to the 6.9 percent unemployment rate of their similarly-aged white peers.  Youth apprenticeships are paid, structured 
programs that prepare high school students, recent graduates, and young adults for a technical trade or occupation.
PA Block for 8/11/19
News and Views
Guest:  Suzanne Miller, NC Families for School Testing Reform
Summary: Ms. Miller joins us to discuss the controversy surrounding a multi-million dollar contract awarded by the State 
Superintendent to test children’s reading skills.
ON THE RECORD 8/17/19
Traditional calendar public school students return to the classroom in the coming days and weeks.  We explore the state of K 
through 12 education in our state, from testing and funding to growth, hurricane recovery, security and more.  Our guest is 
State Superinte3ndent of School, Mark Johnson.
PA Block for 8/18/19
News and Views
Guest:  James E. Ford, State Board of Education member and former NC Teacher of the Year
Summary: A new study by the Center for Racial Equity and Education or CREED find that students of color have diminished 
access to resources that affect their success – including advanced coursework, experienced teachers and the racial/ethnic 
matching of students and educators.  Those factors not only impact how a student feels about their K-12 education, it can rob 
children of their full potential.
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PA Block for 8/25/19
News and Views
Guest:  NCAE President Mark Jewell
Summary: Mr. Jewell discusses the unsettled education policy world that is greeting educators and students as they return to 
school.  Other issues discussed:  teach pay, school safety, student reading tools, upcoming elections and Medicaid expansion.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD August 29
It’s not that often that the lead editorial in the Sunday New York Times specifically calls out a situation in North Carolina as 
quote “a travesty,” but it happened this past weekend. The subject was a series of cases heard earlier this week by the state 
Supreme Court involving a state law that existed from 2009 to 2013 known as the Racial Justice Act. The law allowed 
individuals who had been sentenced to death to make a demonstration that their sentences were the result of racial bias. As 
the editorial points out, this was easy in North Carolina because research showed that prosecutors removed jurors of color at 
twice the ratio they removed white jurors in death cases. Later, however, when Republican lawmakers and then-Gov. 
McCrory repealed the law, several individuals who had seen their sentences converted to life in prison without chance of 
parole were sent back to death row.
As the Times editorial observes, this situation is outrageous – both because of the double jeopardy imposed on the prisoners 
and the racism that tainted their trials.
PA Block for 9/8/19
News and Views
Guest:  Representative Robert Reives
Summary: Rep. Reives discusses the Superior Court ruling striking down gerrymandered legislative districts and requiring 
the General Assembly to redraw those maps by September 18, in time to be used for the 2020 elections.  Reives also 
discusses education funding, immigration reform and restorative justice.
RECORDED PSA, NATIONAL PEST MANAGEMENT, 7/1-9/30, 26, 30-SEC SPOTS; PestWorld.org is the official 
website of the National Pest Management Association (NPMA), a non-profit organization committed to the protection of 
public health, food and property. This site serves as a comprehensive resource for consumers, media, educators and pest 
control professionals. From common household pests to do-it-yourself pest control tips, PestWorld.org provides timely 
information and tools to better serve our visitors' pest management needs.
Please utilize PestWorld.org as your main resource for information on bugs, rodents, pest control, and the growing 
professional pest management industry. Pest control professionals are invited to visit NPMAPestworld.org to access the 
National Pest Management Association's member website. This site provides timely news, valuable information and access to 
all NPMA member benefits.
RECORDED PSA, GUN SAFETY, 7/2-9/30/19, 43, 30-SEC SPOTS; 8 kids are unintentionally injured or killed by a gun 
left unlocked and loaded every day.These incidents are part of Family Fire. Referring to shootings that involve improperly 
stored or misused guns found in homes, Family Fire is a real and preventable tragedy that affects millions of families. The Ad 
Council’s new Gun Safety campaign tackles this issue head-on by encouraging people to learn more about proper gun safety 
and responsible ownership. When it comes to guns, we can all agree on the importance of preventing kids from having easy 
access to them. These PSAs aim to inspire gun owners to make their homes safer when it comes to the storage and handling 
of their guns by going to EndFamilyFire.org.
RECORDED PSA, COMMUNITIES IN SCHOOL, 7/1-9/30/19, 32, 30-SEC SPOTS; In the U.S., approximately 1 in 5 
children under the age of 18 live in poverty, shouldering more than they should have to. Communities In Schools works 
directly inside schools, building relationships that empower students to succeed inside and outside the classroom.
RECORDED PSA, GOODWILL – JOB TRAINING, 7/1-9/30/19, 37, 30-SEC SPOTS; Finding employment and building 
careers helps people earn paychecks and feel pride and independence. When people shop at Goodwill®, they help Goodwill 
provide the job training and other support services people need to earn jobs locally and care for their families. New PSAs 
showcase the variety of unique finds available at Goodwill stores and celebrate Goodwill shoppers, whose purchases help 
fund job skills training and more in their local communities. Goodwill shoppers are local heroes, who care about their 
communities and want to help their neighbors find jobs. This campaign celebrates both their style and their commitment to 
doing good. As the leading nonprofit provider of job training, career and community services, Goodwill uses the revenue 
earned from the sale of these goods to create job training and education, and to provide other community-based services such 
as childcare, financial education, mentoring and more. In fact, collectively, more than 87 percent of the revenue spent at 
Goodwill stores is reinvested in community-based services including free resume preparation, career counseling, 
interviewing skills and many more. To learn how, visit www.goodwill.org/bringgoodhome
RECORDED PSA, HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY, 7/1-9/30/19, 33, 30-SEC SPOTS; More than 34 million adults in the 
U.S. do not have a high school diploma. Data shows that adults without a diploma tend to work multiple jobs in the least 
stable positions, earn less money than high school graduates, and experience a lower quality of life. In fact, recent data shows 
that nearly 30 percent of adults with household incomes at or below the federal poverty line do not have a high school 

http://www.npmapestworld.org/
https://www.psacentral.org/campaign/www.goodwill.org/bringgoodhome
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credential. The High School Equivalency campaign seeks to combat this critical issue by encouraging those without a high 
school diploma to take the first steps toward a better future and sign up for free adult education classes in their area. The “No 
One Gets A Diploma Alone” campaign celebrates the hard work of adults who have recently finished their high school 
diploma – and inspires those adults that have yet to complete high school. Through a series of surprise parties for recent 
graduates and their families, PSAs encourage adults and their loved ones to use the help that’s waiting through free adult 
education classes around the country. The PSAs direct audiences to visit FinishYourDiploma.org, where they can find free 
literacy centers and adult education classes, learn the basics of earning a high school equivalency, and hear real stories from 
people who have successfully completed classes and finished their high school diploma. Launched in 2010, the campaign has 
already helped more than 1 million adults find free adult education classes in their area.
RECORDED PSA, HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUT RESPONSIBILITY, 7/1-9/30/19, 32, 30-SEC SPOTS.  Chronic 
absenteeism, missing 10% (just 18 days) or more of school for any reason, is a critical warning sign that a student will fall 
behind and risk not graduating high school. Nationwide, as many as 7.5 million students miss nearly a month of school every 
year. That's 135 million days of lost time in the classroom. In some cities, as many as one in four students are missing that 
much school.  Though all parents want their children to succeed, they often have misconceptions on the importance of 
attendance. They believe: "Attendance really only matters in high school. Excused absences won't hurt a child's academic 
performance. Consecutive absences can make a child fall behind academically but one or two here and there will not make a 
difference."  The goal of the Boost Attendance campaign is to raise awareness about the importance of consistent school 
attendance and the impact absences can have on academic outcomes. Through the campaign website 
www.BoostAttendance.org, parents will be able to sign up for a free SMS based mobile text program that will help keep 
track of their child's absences and show the impact those absences can have on the student's math and reading scores and 
likelihood to graduate. The website also provides parents with information and resources to help ensure their children are in 
school every day. 

10. JUDICIAL SYSTEM/CRIME/VIOLENCE
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 15
It’s not often in this era of divided politics that progressives and conservatives come together on a major piece of legislation, 
but happily, lightning has struck this year in North Carolina. The Second Chance Act is a bipartisan, bill that would set up a 
system to automatically expunge criminal charges that are dismissed or disposed of as “not guilty. It would also allow 
individuals to petition for expungement of all nonviolent misdemeanor convictions after seven years of good behavior. The 
bill, which is supported by prosecutors, as well as conservative and progressive groups ranging from Americans for 
Prosperity, ALEC, and Koch Industries to the NAACP and ACLU, is based on the idea that people with criminal records 
who’ve paid their debt to society ought not to get a chance at a clean slate. Thus far, the bill has sailed through the legislature 
without a ‘no’ vote, but there are rumblings that Republican leaders may yet hold the measure up for political reasons. Let’s 
hope this is just an idle rumor and that the bill finds its way to Gov. Cooper’s desk as soon as possible.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD July 25
State Supreme Court justice Paul Newby stepped over an important line that he should have stayed behind recently.  In a 
speech in Wake County, Newby attacked his Democratic colleagues on the court as quote “AOCs’” – that’s a Republican slur 
referring to progressive New York congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Newby also presaged President Trump’s racist 
tweet against Ocasio- Cortez and three other congresswomen of color by saying that critics of American policy should quote 
“just leave” the country.  In addition to being hateful and inflammatory, Newby’s comments were completely inappropriate 
for a Supreme Court justice. The Code of Judicial Conduct commands judges to conduct themselves at all times in quote “a 
manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary.” And while code loopholes for 
activity related to campaigning may insulate Newby from disciplinary action, it doesn’t make his behavior acceptable. The 
bottom line:  If those who would serve as judges are unable to comport themselves with the basic dignity, integrity and 
propriety that has been traditionally associated with and expected from the judiciary, American democracy is endangered. 
Justice Newby should apologize.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD August 7
It can be hard to find things to cheer about these days in the contentious world of public policy, but Durham County District 
Attorney Satana Deberry is doing some important work to change that situation. Deberry’s office recently released a report 
on her first six months in office after being elected last November, and it’s extremely encouraging. Deberry has quickly 
implemented a host of important changes to the Durham prosecutor’s office, including:

 Moving to dramatically reduce the use of costly bail and pretrial detention requirements that unfairly burden poor 
defendants, 

 Ending the acceptance of court referrals for school-based incidents that didn’t include serious crimes,
 Waiving unpaid traffic fines and fees for more than 2,000 people who lost their licenses at least two years ago, 

removing a major impediment to restoring their ability to legally drive, and 

http://www.finishyourdiploma.org
http://www.BoostAttendance.org
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 Increasing the racial and gender diversity of her office, looking to better reflect the diversity of the county.  
The changes are having a big impact – most notably, in the fairer and speedier administration of justice.
Let’s hope Durham’s visionary reforms set a trend across the state.
ON THE RECORD 8/10
Debra Morgan speaks with Congressman David Price and other members of the community about gun control in the wake of 
recent mass shootings.  Congressman George Holding gave the following statement after this episode of On The Record was 
recorded: “When I was U.S. Attorney, I saw my fair share of violent crime.  And I prosecuted violent criminals.  We have 
laws against harming other people.  But I think more can be done to keep guns out of the hands of criminals and the mentally 
ill while not infringing on the rights of law-abiding citizens.”
PA Block for 8/11
News and Views
Guest:  Durham District Attorney, Satana Deberry
Summary: DA Deberry is instituting some big and important changes in the prosecutor’s office in NC’s six largest county.  
DA Deberry discusses how she’s redefining her office – from drivers license restoration to pretrial release to the dismissal of 
court fines and fees.
News and Views
Guest:  State Representative, Marcia Morey
Summary: Democratic lawmakers in the NC House and Senate are once again pushing for Republican leadership to consider 
gun-safety legislation in the aftermath of last week’s tragic mass shootings in Texas and Ohio.  House Bill 454 (Allow 
ERPOs to Save Lives & Prevent Suicides) would allow family members and law enforcement officers to report first-hand 
knowledge of warning signs and petition a court for an ERPO, a temporary revocation of a person’s firearm(s).  House Bill 
86 (Gun Violence Prevention Act) is a 13 page bill that would:  require a permit for the purchase of long guns or assault 
weapons, establish a three-day waiting period for gun purchases, prohibit the sale of “bump stocks” or “trigger cranks,” place 
limits of the size of ammunition magazines and require the reporting of lost or stolen firearms.
NEWS & VIEWS WITH ROB SCHOFIELD August 12
There was new evidence last week that North Carolina’s death penalty law is broken beyond repair. The Marshall Project – a 
national journalism organization -- reported that despite years of inactivity (as well as the passage and repeal of a law known 
as the Racial Justice Act), North Carolina keeps scores of people on death row – many of whom were convicted in trials 
tainted by racism. The story reports that potential Black jurors were systematically excluded from serving on murder trial 
juries in North Carolina for decades. Indeed, researchers analyzed the jury selection process in 173 murder trials between 
1990 and 2010 in North Carolina where the defendant ended up on death row. They found that prosecutors used peremptory 
challenges to remove qualified Black jurors at twice the rate that they removed non-Black jurors. The state Supreme Court 
will examine this evidence and more like it later this month when it hears a series of appeals brought by death row inmates 
whose trials were marred by the exclusion of Black jurors. 
PA Block for 9/8/19
News and Views
Guest:  Representative Robert Reives
Summary: Rep. Reives discusses the Superior Court ruling striking down gerrymandered legislative districts and requiring 
the General Assembly to redraw those maps by September 18, in time to be used for the 2020 elections.  Reives also 
discusses education funding, immigration reform and restorative justice.
PA Block for 9/8/19
News and Views
Guest:  Chief Justice Cheri Beasley
Summary: Chief Justice Beasley discusses the School Justice Partnership, court funding, court fines and fees and the impact 
of low-income North Carolinians, Second Chance legislation and the bicentennial celebration of NC’s court system.
PA Block for 9/22/19
News and Views
Guest:  ACLU-NC Attorney Cristina Becker 
Summary: Cristina discusses their new report: At All Costs: The Consequences of Rising Court Fines and Fees in NC.
News and Views
Guest:  Steven Edwards
Summary: Earlier this year, Mr. Edwards landed on the cover of an in important report by the ACLU detailing the impact of 
rising court fines and fees.  Edwards fell on hard times after losing his leg and his brother in a 2003 car accident.  He later 
served a two-year sentence on drug charges, and left prison owing less than $1,400 ($1,354.50) in court debt.  But simply the 
inability to repay those court-costs landed Edwards back in jail years later, even though he faced no new charges.  He was 
trapped in a modern-day debtors’ prison.  Mr. Edwards shared his story with News & Views producer Clayton Henkel, with 
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the hopes that it might prompt state lawmakers to follow the ACLU’s recommendations (detailed in our segment with 
Cristina Becker) for reducing the harshness of such fines and fees, while giving judges greater flexibility to waive them.
RECORDED PSA, INTERNET CRIME, 7/1-9/30/19, 42, 30-SEC SPOTS; Websites with addresses that start with “https” 
are supposed to provide privacy and security to visitors. After all, the “s” stands for “secure” in HTTPS: Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol Secure. In fact, cyber security training has focused on encouraging people to look for the lock icon that appears in 
the web browser address bar on these secure sites. The presence of “https” and the lock icon are supposed to indicate the web 
traffic is encrypted and that visitors can share data safely. Unfortunately, cyber criminals are banking on the public’s trust of 
“https” and the lock icon. They are more frequently incorporating website certificates—third-party verification that a site is 
secure—when they send potential victims’ emails that imitate trustworthy companies or email contacts. These phishing 
schemes are used to acquire sensitive logins or other information by luring them to a malicious website that looks secure.  
The FBI encourages victims to report information concerning suspicious or criminal activity to their local FBI field office, 
and file a complaint with the IC3 at www.ic3.gov. If your complaint pertains to this particular scheme, please note “HTTPS 
phishing” in the body of the complaint.
RECORDED PSA, BUZZED DRVING IS DRUNK DRIVING, 7/1-9/30/19, 43, 60-SEC SPOTS. Why does the Ad 
Council’s “Buzzed Driving Is Drunk Driving” campaign matter? Because every 52 minutes, someone is killed in an alcohol-
related car accident.  While this is a chilling statistic, it is not new to the Ad Council. In fact, we have focused on drunk 
driving prevention since 1983, reminding Americans that "Friends Don’t Let Friends Drive Drunk,” and sharing home videos 
of everyday people whose lives have been shattered by drunk driving.  This personal perspective on the effects of drunk 
driving has helped make the campaign an undeniable success: Since launching, nearly 70 percent of Americans have tried to 
stop someone from driving after drinking.  But when alcohol-related driving deaths began steadily increasing (after reaching 
an all-time low in 1998), the Ad Council recognized the need for a new approach. Our research showed too many drivers 
thought our drunk driving message didn’t apply to them: that driving “buzzed” after only a few drinks was different than 
driving drunk.  We knew we needed to explain the dangers of buzzed driving, and to motivate people to stop. In December 
2005, the Ad Council delivered a new campaign that addressed the issue directly: “Buzzed Driving is Drunk Driving.” 
Initially, our ads showed two side-by-side images of someone blowing on a breathalyzer, taking a mug shot or on a stretcher, 
one marked drunk driving, and one marked buzzed driving. The images were identical.  Our newest PSAs ask viewers to 
think about a different set of consequences than our previous drunk driving ads: the actual financial cost of being pulled over 
for driving buzzed. These costs–between fines, rising insurance costs, lawyer fees and more–could total over $10,000.  Our 
campaign is already making a measurable impact: In 2013, 49 percent of adults 21 and older said they will always get a ride, 
take a taxi, or use public transport rather than drive if they feel buzzed. This is a seven percent improvement from when our 
campaign launched in 2005.  Of course, there is still more to do. To learn more about our campaign, visit 
BuzzedDriving.AdCouncil.org, where you can watch the latest PSAs, sign a pledge not to drive buzzed, and share critical 
facts with your community about the dangers of buzzed driving–and strategies for staying safe.

https://www.ic3.gov/
http://www.adcouncil.org/Our-Campaigns/The-Classics/Drunk-Driving-Prevention
http://buzzeddriving.adcouncil.org/

